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ARTICLE INFO                                       ABSTRACT 
 
 

This study intends to analyze the 2014FIFA World news coverage by newspaper El País regarding 
the performance of the Brazilian National Team during the event. The period included ranged from 
June 10th to July 15th, 2014, encompassing the entire duration of the event. The data was 
qualitatively analyzed and grouped into 6 categories: “Pre-Cup”, “Group stage”, “Round of 
sixteen”, “Quarter-finals”, “Semi-finals and third place play-offs”, and “Post-Cup”. Thus, the 
newspaper coverage analysis lead us to recognize that there was a continuous effort to report the 
facts, but the main strategy used associated football with the theme of national identity. In addition, 
the discourse used prompted divorcement, using expressions that lead to the idea that Brazil was 
no longer “the land of football”, thus not only losing the World Cup, but also the nation’s symbol. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Sports mega-events have gained space in the programming of 
Brazilian media outlets since the 2007 Pan-American Games 
in Rio for their capacity to beckon spectators not only to the 
event, but to the country as well. This is how Brazil begun its 
journey as an international competitions host such as the 2014 
FIFA World Cup and the 2016 Rio Olympic and Paralympic 
Games. As such, the media intensified their investment and 
time slot placement, but mainly exploited these events’ 
capacity to build perspective and to undertake different angles 
through their agenda and discourse. Moreover, sport, in 
whatever modality, has taken a fundamental role in modern 
society to help individuals identify with the groups they have 
most in common with, allowing the formation and 
manifestation of a sentiment of collectiveness (Dunning, 
2003). As such the media takes advantage of these strategies 
and operates as a powerful social field influencing factor.  
 
*Corresponding author: Gustavo Roese Sanfelice, 
PhD in Communication Sciences - Vale do Rio dos Sinos University, 
Brazil. 
 

 
Even though it does not determine or condition social 
behaviors or actions, it attributes certain meanings to certain 
facts while concealing others. In other words, its discourse 
constructs a certain “definition of reality”, which, given the 
immense social diffusion of its vehicles, contributesto the 
maintenance of power relations within society (Gastaldo, 
2009). Furthermore, these sports mega-events influence not 
only projections in sports, but also promote a worldview on 
economic and social structures. FIFA, after the World Cup 
period, released its official data on the number of spectators 
and third parties involved with the competition, emphasizing 
the increase of audience ratings and broadcasting channels. 
During the group stage the following countries stood out: 
Argentina, Germany, Belgium, Brazil, Croatia, France, the 
Netherlands, Italy, Japan and the United Kingdom (FIFA, 
2014).  From this perspective, media choices indicate that the 
issues chosen to be investigated more thoroughly arise from 
situations that occur during the World Cup period and are 
polemicized according to what they consider to be more 
relevant, which in turn legitimizes the possibility of different 
angles and discourses. Thus, based on that, we selected the 
newspaper El País for being the largest newspaper in Spain – 
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which at the timewas the current FIFA World Cup champion, 
representing an independent, general information media outlet 
with a clear global, and especially Latin American, vocation 
(El País, 2014). Before the 2014 World Cup started, Brazilis 
evidenced in the El País coverage for hosting the mega-event 
and for the great expectation generated around the 
involvement of the Brazilian fans. However, throughout the 
championship’s victories and defeats, the newspaper changed 
its discourses to suit a new reality. The host team, which at the 
beginning of the event was considered a favorite for the title, 
was considered the “dark horse” when its idol and hero 
Neymar was injured and was unable to play in the semi-finals. 
Therefore, how this phenomenon was recorded showed the 
media’s need to alter their discourse and conform to these 
definitions. 
 
In turn, according to Gastaldo (2009), and as we have seen 
previously, the media, even with its influence, does not 
determine the social processes that occur. Above all, the media 
is also in the midst of a struggle between different ideologies, 
meanings and opposing versions of reality, which compete 
with each other to remain predominant or to prevail.  
Therefore, this research looks to analyze the highest-
circulation daily newspaper Spanish newspaper, El País, in 
particular the aspects related to the Brazilian National Team 
participation in the 2014 FIFA World Cup. The 
methodological procedure selected for this study’s 
investigation is laid out as follows. 
 

METHODS 
 

The present research is characterized as descriptive/qualitative. 
Its corpus stems from the newspaper El País referring to 
editions from June 10 to July 15, 2014, which encompasses the 
2014 FIFA World Cup in Brazil’s entire period, with the 
addition of two days prior and two days after the event. The 
fragments were selected from front pages, headlines, subheads, 
texts, images, editorial sections, etc., and every inference 
allusive to the Brazilian National Team was analyzed. 
Qualitative techniques enabled the execution of textual and 
visual analysis by supplying the discourse structures at various 
levels of description. Furthermore, it recognizes the contextual 
background and its dimensions, such as cognitive processes 
and representations, or sociocultural factors, which relate 
structural descriptions with different properties of the context 
(Dijk, 1990). 
 
The data were grouped into 6 categories: 
 
Pre-Cup: two days prior the mega-event (June 10 and 11, 
2014). 
 
Group stage: qualifiers (June 12 to 27, 2014). 
 
Round of 16: Round of 16 (June 28 to July 3, 2014). 
 
Quarter-finals: quarter-finals (July 4 to 7, 2014). 
 
Semi-finals and thirdplaceplay-offs: semi-finals and World 
Cup’s third place deciding match (July 8 to 13, 2014). 
 
Post-Cup: two days after the mega-event (July 14 and 15, 
2014). 

Information was presented descriptively and analyzed 
qualitatively. 
 
DATA ANALYSIS 

 

First, it is worth remembering that the Brazilian National 
Team is recognized as the nation state’s secular emblem and 
that the “team magic”, as Damo (2006) describes it, is not 
natural, but culturally constructed. According to the author, the 
process of mediation for this is, above all, a responsibility of 
media professionals, who are responsible for provoking the 
interest for the World Cup in the subjects, and for granting 
representative power to teams and athletes. However, since the 
Brazilian National Team has an internationally renowned 
reputation, with notable titles, the media used this 
representation as a strategy, conferring each segment with an 
emotional involvement, which was done especially by 
investing in a discourse that highlighted the Brazilian football 
singularity. In this sense, it is important to mention author 
Gastaldo (2009), who reinforced the media’s capacity to 
propose “definitions” of reality since meanings and 
representations are always being rearticulated according to 
social processes. Within this perspective, media outlets 
represent a powerful element in the constitution of a 
“dominant version” in the society. Therefore, aspects such as 
optimism, performance, presentation, results and failure were 
the themes used during the 2014 FIFA World Cup in relation 
to the Brazilian National Team, and were framed in different 
ways by the newspaper El País. 
 
PRE-CUP 

 

Two days before the start of the World Cup, in June 10, the El 
País’ sports section stated that coach Luiz Felipe Scolari 
needed peace of mind to work with the demanding challenge 
of leading Brazil to a sixth world championship in its own 
country. The player Daniel Alves, in an interview, contested 
and denied the team’s dependence on the young Brazilian star 
Neymar and his differential status in the team, and stated that 
the Brazilian team, along with Argentinian, Spanish and 
German National Teams, were favorites to the title (El País, 
49, 10/06/2014). As such, it is notable in the newspaper's 
discourse, the relevance attributed to the initial expectation and 
confidence in relation to the Brazilian team before the World 
Cup started. Furthermore, its favoritism, which stems from its 
great titles, gave rise to the belief that the team would win 
(Gastaldo, 2009). On June 11th, however, in the sports section, 
one day before the start of the World Cup, El País brought 
elements that emphasized another perspective by casting 
possible pretexts to any defeats the Brazilian team could 
potentially suffer. The newspaper highlighted that the country 
known for its “jogo bonito”1expected it to be a physically 
demanding championship, bringing about the memory of the 
Maracanazoloss and the interview with former Brazilian 
football player Bebeto, World Champion in the 1994 World 
Cup, in which hemade his fears known in his question: 
“Cuálva a sernuestra imagen en el mundo? Me da 
vergüenza”2(El País, 44, 11/06/2014), in the same interview he 
also questionedissues of the country’s transportation, health 
and education. 
 

                                                 
1Literal translation: “beautiful game” 
2“What will be our image before the world? I am ashamed.” 
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GROUP STAGE 
 

On June 12, 2014, the sports section of the newspaper El País 
presented the headline:“Furiabrasileñafrente a samba 
española”3, highlighting in its discourse:“la mítica 
Canarinha”4,“donde El juego se hizoarte”5, the land of the 
stars, in which, even haunted by the nightmare in Maracanã 
stadium, it has continued to conquer several titles and had 

                                                 
3“Brazilian Fury against Spanish Samba” 
4“The mythical Canarinha”, refers to the nickname given to the Brazilian 
National Team’s iconic yellow uniform.  
5“Where the game became art” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
currently great players, “Brasilpartecomomáximafavorita”6 to 
win the World Championship title (El País, 40, 12/06/2014). It 
became evident, during the World Cup period, the highest 
manifestation of nationalism and valorization of Brazilian 
football, in which the players’ style and their distinctive and 
identitary characteristics were constantly explained through 
the media, as did El País (Escher et al., 2008). In addition, the 
newspaper appropriated, once again, the discourse concerning 
the National Team’s defeat, on Brazilian soil, against 
Uruguayan National Team in the final match of the 1950 

                                                 
6“Brazil starts as the top favorite” 

 
 

Figure 1. Page 44 of the sports section of the newspaper  
El País on June 11th, 2014 
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World Cupby 2x1. This match, known as Maracanazo, haunts 
the team and fans to this day (Brinati, 2014). It is important to 
note that, to the Brazilian public, the 1950 World Cup was 
more marked by the traumatic defeat of our National Team 
against the Uruguayan team in the final match, than by the fact 
that the Cup had been hosted in Brazil (Damo, 2012). 
However, the desire to avenge this trauma and to be crowned 
champions in the second World Cup hosted in Brazil 
prevailed, creating an atmosphere of confidence and favoritism 
around the National Team. In spite of this, Carlos Alberto, 
captain of the National Team in 1970 affirmed that “Este no es 
el verdaderofútbol de Brasil, hay menoscalidad”7 (El País, 42,  

                                                 
7“This is not the true football of Brazil, there is less quality” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12/06/2014), highlighting the lack of quality of the players in 
comparison to his old team. After all, although the playing 
style, with its disconcerting dribbles, its skillful moves and its 
irreverence, i. e., the typical Brazilian playing style, has 
always been exalted, today we do not see this characteristics in 
all players and matches, arousing mistrust and insecurity by 
the supporters (Escher et al., 2008). On the other hand, on June 
13, the front page of the newspaper El Paíssupported the 
headline:“Brasil se estrena em su Mundial con victoria y 
polémica”8 (El País, front page, 06/13/2014). The sports 
section of El País presented the image of the player Fred 
falling within the penalty area with the headline: 

                                                 
8“Brazil opens the World Cup with victory and controversy” 

 
 

Figure 2. Front page of the newspaper El País on June 13th, 2014 
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Figure 3. Front page of the newspaper El País  
on June 29th, 2014 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Front page of the sports section of the newspaper  
El País on July 4th, 2014 

“Neymar remata La faena arbitral”9, and the subhead: 
“Brasilremonta ante Croacia gracias al vigor de susjogadores 
y a loserrores del meta Pletikosa”10 (El País, 46, 13/06/2014). 
And so, the Brazilian team’s “luck” is emphasized, 
highlighting the error of the referee in awarding a penalty kick, 
which leadthe team to win the match and generating 
controversy regarding the opening match of the World Cup. In 
addition, anown goal was exalted by the newspaper and used 
as satire for the first goal Brazil scored at home “El lateral 
zurdoes el primer brasileño em marcar em propriapuerta em 
uma Copa Del Mundo”11(El País, 47, 13/06/2014). 
 

At that point and including the issue on June 14, the 
newspaper stated that in its first match the Brazilian team 
showed vulnerability when the players lost the ball midfield 
and warned against the pressure cast on Neymar to be the best 
player. The newspaper commented that it was affecting his 
performance when playing with the Brazilian uniform. El País 
also pointed to the return of the National Team to the city 
where the fans encouraged it by singing the national anthem, 
with the heading “Fortaleza para frenar a México”12 (El País, 
48,17/06/2014). Thus, it is possible to notice a building of 
interest from behalf of the media discourse that acts as an 
amplifier to enhance the fans’ interest, provoking audience 
phenomena on each Brazilian match in the World Cup 
(Gastaldo, 2009). On June 18, the El País sports section 
explained the tie with the Mexican team: “El once de Scolaries 
um manifiesto contra la tradición y la alegría del pueblo”13, 
highlighting the performance of goalkeeper Ochoa and the 
poor football presented by the Brazilian team (El País, 42, 
06/18/2014). At this moment, there is a detachment from what 
Damo (2006) called “team magic”, culturally constituted by 
the media, in which the team and its athletes were endowed 
with representative powers, being recognized as secular 
symbols of the State-Nation. On June 19, in the sports section, 
the player Fred’s disappointing performance was exalted with 
the headline:“El ‘nueve’ invisible”14, comparing his 
performance with that of Serginho (NT player of 1982), as the 
worst centre forward of Brazil in the early stages of a 
tournament (El País, 61, 6/19/2014). 
 
Although the Brazilian team in the pre-Cup period was one of 
the favorites, and the newspaper imparted in that sentiment, 
after the initial events, El País assumed a censorship speech 
before one of the supposed favorites for the title. As was noted 
on June 21 in the criticism of the Brazilian National Team’s 
performance, which brought as a headline: “Ni 
arteniintensidad”15, questioning the lack of play and the 
pressure with which the team won the Confederations Cup. 
According to goalkeeper Julio César, “El juegovolverá”16(El 
País, 60, 21/06/2014). On June 23, in the headline:“Um 
centenario entre debates”17, the newspaper commented on the 
responsibility that Brazil had in order to qualify for the next 
stage in the match against Cameroon, its hundredth match in 
World Cups (El País, 46, 22/06/2014).  

                                                 
9“Neymar annuls the referee’s job” 
10“Brazil goes back to Croatia thanks to the vigor of its players and the errors 
of the goalkeeper Pletikosa” 
11“The left-back is the first Brazilian to score athis own door in a World Cup” 
12“Fortaleza to slow down Mexico” 
13"The eleven of Scolari is a manifesto against the tradition and the alegría del 
pueblo" 
14"The invisible ‘nine’” 
15“No art, and no intensity” 
16"The game will return" 
17"A centenary between debates" 
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Figure 5. Front page of the newspaper  
El País on July 9th, 2014 

 

With these high standards, the burden was built over the years 
and "transformed into a fundamentally unifying instrument and 
identity of the nation". Football in Brazil crosses the sports 
field, and is considered as a cultural expression (Brinati, 2014, 
p. 412). After the game against Cameroon, on June 24, the 
front page of the El País stated “Neymar impulsa a Brasil - La 
Canarinha y México, em octavos”18(El País, front page, 
06/24/2014), highlighting the team’s comeback after the 
victory. The sports section had the image of Neymar receiving 
the ball in the air, followed by headline and subhead: “Neymar 
para todo”19, “El fútbolfantasioso del delanterorefresca a 
Brasil, que se medirá a Chile en octavos”20 (El País, 45, 
06/24/2014). And so, the host team passed first of its group 
and would face Chile in the round of 16. During the game, 
Neymar was the joy of the people, however, this massive 
worship is more a symptom of dependence on the player, and 
it was clear the fans were rooting for the player and not for the 
whole team. According to Mostaro (2014), Brazilian players 
prefer to excel individually, deciding the game in a single 
move and thus becoming the fan idolized hero, without having 
to think about the team as a whole. In the midst of these 
factors, the newspaper’s discourse centers around  Neymar, 
who, on June 25, was greatly exalted in the victory piece: 
“Con 35 golesen 53 partidos, el delantero del Barça yaes El 
sexto máximogoleador de la historia de Brasil con solo 22 

                                                 
18"Neymar pushes Brazil - Canarinha and Mexico in the eighth" 
19"Neymar for everything" 
20“The fanciful football of the striker refreshes Brazil, which will measure 
Chile in the eighth” 

años”21(El País, 52, 25/06/2014). After all, the “competitive 
sport spectacle demands the hero, the sports star” (Lovisolo 
2003: 242), and the media appropriated this sentimental 
engagement of representation that societies seek in their 
players. 
 
ROUND OF 16 

 

The front page of the El País brings the image of coachFelipão 
and Neymar with the description “Triunfoagónico de Brasil 
ante Chile. El primer partido de octavos se resolvió em 
lospenaltis por un tiro al poste de Jara (...) La anfitriona se 
enfrentará em cuartos a Colombia, que ganó 2-0 a Uruguay”22 
(El País, cover, 6/29/2014), highlighting the Brazilian 
team’scomeback. However, now the newspaper pressed for 
caution from the players against Colombia, a strong opponent 
that was having a winning streak. On that same day, the sports 
section presented the image of the Brazilian NT players 
embraced and distressed during the penalties shootout under 
the headline:“Escalofríos em todoBrasil”23, and the 
subhead:“La Canarinhabordea el desastre ante un Chile 
valiente y se salva em lospênaltis”24(El País, 56, 06/29/2014). 
The team’s anguish and the lack of emotional controlin the 
game against Chile appeared several times in the newspaper 
article, as in “Silencio mortal en el Mineirão”25, “Los 
seguidoresbrasileñosviven con angustia la falta de juego de 
suselección” 26(El País, 58, 29/06/2014).  
 
On June 30, the negative comments about the National 
Teamcontinued in the sports section “Brasilreniega de 
suidentidad”27, “La apuestapor el futbolistaatlético y 
losproblemas de la canteralastran a la actual Canarinha”28(El 
País, 46, 30/06/2014). It made evident that representations 
about the playing style, contributions and resignifications of 
national identities can intensify during World Cups. However, 
to this day these identities have always been linked to the 
iconic Brazilian football-art through cultural memory and 
cultural stereotype, which had its peak with the 1970 World 
Cup National Team lineup. That team embodied a supposed 
style, holding the future teams to follow, threatening any break 
in this football-art ideal to cause a rupture in the representation 
and identity of media narratives that dictate our national style, 
similar to what has occurred in the games played by the 
National Teamin this Cup (Mostaro, 2014). On July 1st, 
Tostão, a player of the National Team in 70, stated that “Si la 
Copa no se jugaseaqui, Brasilyaestaríaeliminada”29(El País, 
45, 7/1/2014). The day after, the sports section presented the 
following headline: “La Canarinha, en el diván”30,and 
subhead: 

                                                 
21“With 35 goals in 53 matches, the Barça striker is already the sixth top 
scorer in the history of Brazil with only 22 years” 
22“Brazil's agonizing triumph before Chile. The first game of the round of 16 
was solved in the penalties by a shot to the pole of Jara (...) The host will face 
Colombia in the quarter-finals, whichhas gained 2-0 against Uruguay” 
23"Goosebumps throughout Brazil" 
24"Canarinha skirts the disaster before a brave Chile and is saved in the 
Penalties " 
25"Silencio mortal in the Mineirão" 
26"The Brazilian followers live with anguish the lack of game of their 
selection" 
27"Brazil denies its identity" 
28"The bet by the athletic player and the problems of the quarry cripple the 
current Canarinha" 
29"If the Cup were not played here, Brazil would be eliminated" 
30"TheCanarinha, on the divan" 
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“Scolari llama a umapsicóloga para combatir la 
fragilidademocional de susjogadores”31 (El País, 48, 
7/2/2014). According to the newspaper, the desperation and 
the cry of captain Thiago Silva and Neymar against Chile had 
rang all of Brazilian NT’s alarms. The 
emotionalunbalanceperceived in the players 
arousedfromthepressuresufferedbytheteam“condenada a 
ganarsí o sí porque el Mundial se juega em casa, porque 
Brasil es Brasil y suhistoria, porque el momento político del 
Brasil es delicado y porque cómo no vamos a ganarnosotros 
que somos losmejores”32(El País, 48, 7/2/2014). The ideal of 
the football-art gains strength as highlighted by Mostaro 
(2014), after all, “we are the greatest champion in the world, 
trophy holders and our talent is recognized worldwide, making 
the romantic and mythological construction of our playing 
style an important Element of national identity” (Mostaro, 
2014, 365), which supposedly "surpasses" any team. 
 
QUARTER-FINALS 

 

The image of tense Brazilian fans illustrated the headline: 
"Suspense total"33, and the subhead:“Trasunos octavos 
arrebatadores, loscuartosarrancan hoy con Brasilen vela, 
Colombia enebullición y Alemania y Francia con 
cuentaspendientes entre sí”34(El País, 48, 07/07/2014). 
Relating the great battles that would happen between the teams 
quoted above without any expectation of what was to come. 
Brazil was called the team that could not sleep, and Colombia 
was gaining prominence in its ascension during the World 
Cup, meanwhile Germany and France had scores to settle with 
each other. On the other hand, the sports section provided 
information about the NT’s next game: “Neymar contra 
James, las dos caras del gol”35, both with 22 years and 
wearing the no. 10jersey are the stars of their respective teams 
(El País, 50, 4/07/2014). As also emphasized on the game 
against Chile, the image of Julio César crying illustrated the 
headline:“Los vómitos y las lágrimasliberam”36, and 
thesubhead:“Psicólogosasocian las reacciones de 
losfutbolistas a la autoexigencia y el estréscompetitivo”37, 
reminding the audience that a player's mental health is as 
important as their physical and technical profile (El País, 51, 
4/07/2014). On July 5, on the front page of the newspaper, 
there was a photo of player David Luiz celebrating and 
vibrating next to aheadline that announced: “La semifinal 
Brasil-Alemania, primer acto del duelo entre Europa y 
America. El anfitrónvence a Colombia (2-1)”38, highlighting 
the victory of the Brazilian team that eliminated Colombia 
with goals from Thiago Silva and David Luiz (El País, front 
page, 07/07/2014). Ontheotherhand, “Neymar, fueradel 
Mundial”39, “La estrella de La Canarinha sufre una 
fracturaenlatercera vértebra lumbar y estará de baja unas seis 

                                                 
31"Scolari calls a psychologist to combat the emotional fragility of its players" 
32"Doomed to win yes or yes because the World Cup is played at home, 
because Brazil is Brazil and its history, because the political moment of Brazil 
is delicate, and because we are not going to win - we who are the best " 
33“Total suspense” 
34“After a few devastating round of 16, the quarter-finals start with Brazil 
today, Colombia boiling and Germany and France with outstanding bills” 
35"Neymar against James, the two faces of the goal" 
36"The vomits and the tears liberate" 
37"Psychologists associate the reactions of the soccer players to the self-
demand and the competitive stress" 
38"The Brazil-Germany semi-finals, the first act of the duel between Europe 
and America. The host wins against Colombia (2-1) " 
39"Neymar, out of the World Cup" 

semanas”40(El País, 53, 5/07/2014), denounced a 
teamwithoutits idol. On July 6, the image of Neymar inside the 
helicopter depicted the temporary loss of one of the World 
Cup stars, while former player Ronaldo accusedZúñiga of 
intentionally causing the player’s injuries. However, it is worth 
bringing attention to the discourse used by the newspaper 
about the tragedy and the possibilities of new stars arising in 
the Brazilian National Team, such as“David Luiz conquista 
Brasil”41, “El central de La Canarinha, que suma dos goles, es 
hoy el mejorjugador del torneosegún la FIFA”42, (El País, 62, 
6/7/2014). It then ratified the Brazilian players need for the 
team’s psychological help in order to overcome the 
inestimable loss of Neymar. Presenting the anguish in different 
forms and phrases, such as: “Terapia contra el vacío”43, “La 
Canarinha se conjura para superarpsicológicamente la 
ausencia de suestrella”44(El País, 53, 7/7/2014) showingthe 
helpless state of the team. 
 
SEMI-FINALS AND THIRD-PLACE MATCH 

 

The front page of El País, on July 8, included the 
headline:“Brasiltieneafición, Alemaniamásjuego”45,and as a 
subhead:“Dos clásicos de losMundiales se enfrentan em 
semifinales”46(El País, front page, 07/08/2014), in which it 
highlighted the 2014 FIFA World Cup teams power and 
stimulating the expectation of a large audience in order to 
create engagement with the game.  
 
The front page of the sports section announced the entry of the 
National Teamwith the phase: “Fútbol del revés”47, “Ante la 
primera semifinal, Brasilapela al fervor y al estadofebril de 
suhinchadapese a la baja de Neymar, mientrasAlemania se 
fijaen la pelota”48 (El País, 56, 8/8/2014), luring more fans in, 
even with the absence of Neymar. Moreover, the newspaper 
still reinforced that of the four semifinalist teams, the Brazilian 
National Team was the one that had made the least number of 
ball passes.“Alemaniaaniquila a Brasil”49is the headline of the 
front page of El País on July 9, followed by the subhead:“La 
Canarinharecibe la mayor goleado de suhistoria (1-7) ensu 
Mundial”50(El País, front page, 9/07/2014). On the front page 
of the sports section the image of the German team celebrating 
one of their goals, while the Brazilian players show 
expressions of desolation, illustrated well the situation, 
headlined as:“El ‘Maracanazo’ fueunabroma”51, which 
translates as a joke. “La devastadora paliza de Alemania a 
Brasil dejaenchiquilladala afrenta de 1950”52(El País, 45, 
9/07/2014). In this conception, it is again worth noting that the 
newspaper used what occurred in 1950 to expose the great 
defeat of the Brazilian NT, not only in making a connection 

                                                 
40"The Canarinhastar suffers a fracture in the third lumbar vertebra and will be 
down for about six weeks" 
41"David Luiz conquers Brazil" 
42"Canarinha had the best player of the tournament according to FIFA " 
43"Therapy against the void" 
44"Canarinha conjures up to psychologically overcome the absence of its star" 
45"Brazil has a hobby, Germany more game" 
46"Two classics of the Worlds face in the semi-finals" 
47"Soccer of the reverse" 
48"Before the first semi-final match, Brazil appeals to the fervor and to the 
feverish state of its fans despite the loss of Neymar, while Germany focus on 
the ball" 
49"Germany annihilates Brazil" 
50"Canarinha receives the biggest thrashing of its history (1-7) in its World 
Cup" 
51 "The 'Maracanazo' was a joke" 
52"The devastating beating of Germany against Brazil leaves in shreds the 
affront of 1950" 
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with the current loss– as if it were not enough –but to both. 
That is, the Maracanazo, the main defeat of the National 
Teambefore 2014, was easily overcome by the German victory 
in the semifinal against Brazil, surpassing all of the NT’s 
negative records in their second World Cup hosted in their 
own territory. Newspapers around the world reported the 
German NT’ smassive win of 7 to 1 (Brinati, 2014). Thus, the 
media discourse of the "greatest national tragedy" applied to 
the 1950World Cup was reallocated for the 2014 World Cup 
(Mostaro, 2014). Also on the same day, the newspaper 
explored coach Scolari speech who assumed responsibility for 
the defeat and praised the effectiveness of the German team, 
“Soy el responsable de la catástrofe”53(El País, 47, 9/07/2014). 
The newspaper El País also reported Brazilian fans' 
dissatisfaction with the headline:“Río, ciudad fantasma”54,and 
the subhead:“Hubomásestupor que indignación, comosi la 
impotenciahubiesesecado el orgullopatriótico”55(El País, 48, 
9/07/2014). Highlighting the absence of patriotic pride – 
something that had always been a mark of the Brazilian people 
in regards of football–, and the astonishment with the 
impotence of the Brazilian National Team. In view of this, the 
Brazilian team was represented by the newspaper with the 
stereotype of a failed team, which had lost and frustrated its 
fans, while players, coaching staff and CBF’s coordination 
committee were questioned about the defeat. In turn, the El 
País used a “representation with semantic choices that tended 
to alienate the team supporters” (Brinati, 2014, p 413), 
reinforcing the need to obtain answers about the players lack 
of commitment, their safety, or any other reasons that could 
have led the team to lose the match. 
 
With the image of Scolari crying, the sports section on July 10 
stated that:“La Canarinhainició un 
procesoautodestructivotrascaeren el 82 con 
unaselecciónfascinante”56(EL PAÍS, 47, 10/07/2014). “De 
ladecepción a larevolución”57, “Brasil debe revisar todas sus 
estructurasfutbolísticastraspasardel purgatório al 
infiernoconlahumillantederrota  anteAlemania”58 (El País, 48, 
10/07/2014). After these statements, it was evident that the 
newspaper had once again found the discourse that involved 
the reader’s sentimental, remembering the 1982 World Cup, in 
which Brazil was eliminated by Italy in Spain and to this day 
still marks the brilliant team that had been assembled, filled 
with good players, who unfortunately had not advanced past 
the quarter-finals. In this perspective, the newspaper's 
discourse resumed the various failures of the Brazilian NT in 
various ways and at different times. However, it emphasized 
the disappointment of the Brazilian people with to the football-
art that once represented us, motivating and leading the reader 
to review the structures and the methods of creating a team.  
The front page of the sports section on July 11th, portrays the 
NT’s humiliation, especially against their rival Argentina, “La 
pesadilla del Río de la Plata”59, “La históricarivalidad con 
Argentina lleva a la aficiónbrasileña a aceptar la humillación 
de apoyaren la final a suverdugo, Alemania, para no padecer 

                                                 
53"I am responsible for the catastrophe" 
54"Rio, ghost town" 
55"There was more stupor than indignation, as if impotence had dried up 
patriotic pride" 
56"Canarinha started a self-destructive process after falling in 82 with a 
fascinating selection" 
57"From disappointment to revolution" 
58"Brazil must review all its football structures after passing from purgatory to 
hell with the humiliating defeat before Germany" 
59"The nightmare of the Rio de la Plata" 

la coronaciónalbiceleste”60(El País, 48, 11/07/2014). The 
imageof Neymar cryingillustratedtheheadline:“Funeral enla 
granja”61, “Brasil aguarda el último partido deprimida y 
pendientedel lesionado Neymar, que visitó al grupo”62(El País, 
49, 11/07/2014). The headline on the front page of the sports 
section on the 12th, illustrates the situation:“Brasil y Holanda 
se despiden com el partido que nadiequierejugar”63, 
comparing their depressions, teams look for the third place in 
the World Cup (El País, 58, 12 / 2014). 
 
After the third place match, “Brasiles el equipopesadilla”64, 
“La Canarinha se depiderecibiendooutragoleada y 
Holandaacabatercera e invicta”65(El País, 62, 13/07/2014),it 
is evident that, after these two games, the defeat could not be 
simply explained because one team played better than the 
other, using explanations that transcended the field, after all, 
Brazil is the country of football, holder of several trophies and 
home of the best players in the world. That is a fact that makes 
the nation proud and elevates the National Teamto being a 
symbol of our fears and desires, so the constructions of our 
team’s victories and defeats "reveal deeper feelings, which are 
not exhausted in technical analysis of games of 
Football"(Helal 2001, p. 153). Therefore, we consume this 
sport in our life in different spheres, sometimes in our daily 
life, but in other moments it is the representation of who we 
are, and in the face of this defeat, because of the magnitude of 
it, many denied even being Brazilian.  
 
POST-CUP 

 

One day after the end of the World Cup, on July 14, the sports 
section presented the headline:“Primero cayóBrasil, luego 
Maracanã”66(El País, 47, 14/07/2014) alluding to the great 
championship final. Then, still in this same section, it stated: 
“Victima e verdugo se alían”67, showing that the Brazilians 
had gotten together in Rio de Janeiro to cheer for Germany and 
against the Argentines (El País, 53, 14/07/2014). 
The loss of the semi-final match against Germany surpassed 
the defeat against Uruguay in 1950, and the discourse built by 
the newspapers brought back the team’s biggest defeat in a 
hundred years. Several elements in the texts approached the 
game as a humiliation, a trauma for the Brazilians. In spite of 
the failure and the end of the dream of becoming six-time 
champions, it could be noticed that the discourse employed by 
the newspaper El País stood out in the sense of Brazilian 
identitary distancing in relation to the NT, and could be seen 
as the cause of an occasional loss of identification between the 
public and team (Brinati, 2014). When we perceive the 
National Teamas a symbol of the nation, we are also able to 
notice this dissociation in expressions used to demonstrate 
how Brazil could no longer be the "land of football" (Brinati, 
2014, 413) and will need to reformulate its sports-related 
identity.  

                                                 
60"The historic rivalry with Argentina leads the Brazilian fans to accept the 
Humiliation of supporting in the end his executioner, Germany, in order not to 
suffer the blue and white coronation " 
61"Funeral in the farm" 
62"Brazil awaits the last depressed and pending party of the injured Neymar, 
who visited the group" 
63"Brazil and the Netherlands say goodbye to the party that nobody wants to 
play" 
64"Brazil is the nightmare team" 
65"Canarinha is deposed receiving another thrashing and Holland finishes third 
and unbeaten" 
66"First, Brazil fell, then, Maracanã." 
67"Victim and executioner united." 
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Regarding aspects that could connect Brazilian fans feelings, 
media outlets changed their discourse from a victorious 
country with a tradition in football-art, to a loser nation, 
abandoned and responsible for the greatest humiliation ever 
seen 
 
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

Regarding the coverage of the newspaper El País, we can infer 
that the latter performed different reports during the 2014 
FIFA World Cup, mainly because of the change in discourse 
that had been noticed from the beginning of the event towards 
the end of it. In the pre-Cup period, the prevailed discourse in 
the newspaper underlined the privilege of being the host, 
surrounded by a sentiment of expectation and confidence, the 
Brazilian team’s favoritism even surpassing the certainty of 
sixth championship. However, on some dates, there is 
evidence of conflicting ideas, such as when the 
Maracanazoquote was published, which recaptured the 
Brazilian defeat against Uruguay in the 1950World Cup final 
in order to shake the Brazilian confidence and possibly 
planning scheduling line in the event of Brazil losing the cup. 
Soon, with slow victories and dissatisfaction with the Brazilian 
national team, the El Paísmade use of censorship coverage 
against one of the supposed favorites for the title in the first 
phase of the World Cup. Even setting out warning against the 
massive Neymar worship, emphasizing the team’s dependence 
on the attacker. Already in the round of 16, even though the 
newspaper exalted the Brazilian players comeback, the 
newspaper positioned itself with several negative comments 
against the team’s performance during that period. 
 
In the quarter-finals, the focus was on Neymar´s injury, 
making the most of this possibility by appropriating the 
tragedy and reinforcing the need for new stars in the Brazilian 
National Team, scheduling the helplessness of Brazil. It is thus 
perceived a business build up by the media discourse that acts 
as an amplifier to enhance the fan's interest, provoking 
audience phenomena with each Brazilian match in the World 
Cup. In the semi-finals and final match the media speech of 
the "greatest national tragedy" applied in the 1950 World Cup 
was reallocated for the 2014 World Cup. Although coach 
Scolari assumed the fault for the defeat and praised the 
effectiveness of the German team, the Brazilian team was 
portrayed by the newspaper as the stereotype of a failed group, 
one that hadlost and frustrated its country, with many fans 
choosing to abandon the team. After the end of the World Cup, 
the discourse constructed by the newspaper presented several 
elements that approached the game as a humiliation, a trauma 
for Brazil, possibly leading to dissociation between Brazilian 
identity and its National Football Team, which can cause an 
occasional loss of identification between fans and team. 
Finally, the analysis of the newspaper coverage lead us to 
recognize that there was a continuous effort to report the facts, 
but it mainly used a strategy that associated football with the 
theme of national identity, the pride of being Brazilian.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Throughout the World Cup period, we find that El País 
appropriated different elements to transpose into its coverage 
the feeling shared among Brazilian society, of victories and 
defeats. In addition, the discourse of disassociation was 
demonstrated in expressions used to point out that Brazil 
would no longer be the "land of football", losing not only the 
World Cup, but the nation’s symbol. 
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